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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce and study a class of 
generalized nonlinear vector variational-like inequalities. By 
utilizing maximal element theorem, we prove the existence of its 
solutions in the setting of locally convex topological vector space 
under certain conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequality theory has appeared as an effective 

and powerful tool to study and investigate a wide class of 
problems arising in pure and applied sciences including 
elasticity, optimization, economics, transportation, and 
structural analysis, see, for instance, [1-3] and the references 
therein. In 2010, Xiao, Fan and Qi [4] introduced and studied 
the following class of generalized nonlinear vector variational-
like inequalities with set-valued mappings in locally convex 
topological vector space (locally convex space, in short) and 
obtained the existence of its solutions. 

Let Z be a locally convex space, E be a Hausdorff 
topological vector space (t.v.s., in short). We denote 
by ),( ZEL the space of all continuous linear mappings 
from E into Z and by xl,  the evalution of 

),( ZELl ∈ at .Ex∈  Let ),( ZEL be a space equipped 
withσ -topology. By the corollary of Schaefer ([5], P.80), 

),( ZEL  becomes a locally convex space. By Ding and 
Tarafdar [6], the bilinear mapping ZZZEL →×),(:.,. is 

continuous. Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a 
Hausdorff t.v.s. E , ZKC 2: → be a set-valued mapping such 
that φ≠)(int xC for all Kx∈ , EKK →×:η be a vector-
valued mapping, let ),(2:,, ZELKTSM →  

),(2),(),(),(: ZELZELZELZELN →×× and 
ZKKH 2: →×  be five set-valued mappings. 

Find Kx∈ Such that 
)( and )(),( xTwxSvxMu ∈∈∈∃ satisfying  

.),(int),(),(),,,( KyxCyxHxywvuN ∈∀−⊆/+η       
In this paper, we introduce and consider the following 
generalized nonlinear vector variational-like inequalities with 
set-valued mappings (GNVVLIP, in short): Find Kx∈ such that 

)( and )(),( xTwxSvxMu ∈∈∈∃ satisfying  

,),(int)),(())(,(),,,( KyxCyxgHxgywvuN ∈∀−⊆/+η
where KKg →: is a vector-valued mapping. Note that 
if xxg =)( for each Kx∈ , then the GNVVLIP collapses to 
the problem introduced and studied by Xiao, Fan and Qi in [4], 
which includes many known variational inequality problems 
as special cases, in detail, see [4] and the references therein. 
So the GNVVLIP is the most general and unifying one, which 
is also one of the main motivations of this paper. 

II. PRELIMINARIES  

Let Aint and coA denote the interior and convex hull of a 
set A ， respectively. Let YX , be two topological 
spaces, YXT 2: → be a set-valued mapping 
and { })(:)(1 xTyXxyT ∈∈=− . T is said to be upper 
semicontinuous(u.s.c., in short)if for each Xx∈ and each 
open set V in Y with ,)( VxT ⊂  there exists an open 
neighborhood U of x in X such that VuT ⊂)( for 

each .Uu∈ T is closed if for any net { }αx in X such 

that xx →α and any net { }αy in Y such 

that yy →α and forxTy )( αα ∈ each α , we 
have ).(xTy∈  

Definition 2.1 [7] Let K  be a convex subset of a t.u.s. E  
and Z be a t.u.s.. Let ZKC 2: → be a set-valued mapping. 
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Assume given any finite subset { }nxxx ,,, 21 =Λ of X , 

any ∑=
=

n

i ii xx
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α with 0≥iα for ,,,2,1 ni = and

∑=
=

n

i i1
.1α  Then 

(i) a single-valued mapping ZKKf →×: is said to be 
vector 0-diagonally convex in the second argument if 

).(int),(
1

xCxxf
n

i
ii −∉∑

=

α  

(ii) a set-valued mapping ZKKf →×: is said to be 
generalized vector 0-diagonally convex in the second 
argument if ).(int),(

1
xCxxf

n

i
ii −⊆/∑

=

α  

Lemma 2.1 [8] Let X and Y be two topological spaces 
and YXT 2: → an u.s.c. mapping with compact values. 
Suppose { }αx is a net in X such that .0xx →α  

If )( αα xTy ∈ for eachα , then there exist a )( 00 xTy ∈ and 

a subset{ }βy of{ }αy such that 0yy →β . 

Lemma 2.2 [9] Let X andY be two topological spaces. If 
YXT 2: → an u.s.c. set-valued mapping with closed values, 

thenT is closed. 

Lemma 2.3 [10] (Maximal Element Theorem) Let X be a 
nonempty convex subset of a t.v.s. .E Let XXS 2: → be a set-
valued mapping satisfying the following conditions : 

(i) )(xcoSx∉ and 1−S is open values;  

(ii) there exist a nonempty compact subset A of X and a 
nonempty compact convex subset XB ⊂ such that for 
all ,\ AXx∈ there exists Bz∈ such that ).(int 1 zSx −∈   

Then there exists Xx∈ such that φ=)(xS . 

III. MAIN RESULTS 

Theorem 3.1 Let Z be a locally convex space, K be a 
nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff t.v.s. E , ),( ZEL be 
a space equipped withσ -topology, ),(2:,, ZELKTSM →  
be three u.s.c. set-valued mappings with nonempty compact 
values, KKg →: be a vector-valued mapping. Suppose that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) H is generalized vector 0-diagonally convex in the 
second argument; 

(ii)η is continuous in both arguments and affine in the first 
argument with Kxxgx ∈∀= .0))(,(η ; 

(iii) g is a continuous and affine mapping; 

(iv) for each ,Ky∈  

ZKKZELZELZEL

ygHgyN

2),(),(),(

:)),(())(,(),,,(

→××××

⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅ η  

 is a upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping with 
compact values; 

(v) ZKC 2: → is a set-valued mapping with convex values 
and the mapping ))(int(\:)( xCZxG −= from K  

into Z2 is upper semicontinuous; 

(vi) there exist a nonempty compact subset A of X and a 
nonempty convex subset XB ⊂ such that for 
all ,\ AXx∈ By∈∃ such that 

).(),(),(),(int
)),(())(,(),,,(

xTwxSvxMuxC
yxgHxgywvuN
∈∈∈∀−⊆

+η
 

Then the GNVVLIP has a solution. 

Proof.  Define a set-valued KKP 2: → as follows: For 
each Kx∈ , 

{
}.)( and )(),(),(int

)),(())(,(),,,(:)(
xTwxSvxMuxC
yxGHxgywvuNKyxP

∈∈∈∀−⊆

+∈= η

 First we show that )(xcoPx∉ for all .Kx∈ Suppose to the 
contrary, there exists Kx ∈ such that )(xcoPx ∈ . Then 
there exist a finite set { } )(,,, 21 xPyyy n ⊂ such 

that { },,,, 21 nyyycox ∈ we have 
)( and )(),( xTwxSvxMu ∈∈∈∀ , 

.,,2,1),(int
)),(())(,(),,,(

nixC
yxgHxgywvuN ii

=−⊆

+η
 

Since )(int xC is a convex set and η is affine in the first 
argument, for ,

1
Kytx i

n

i i ∈= ∑ =
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Since 0))(,( =xgxη by Condition (ii), we 

get ,)(int)),((
1
∑
=

−⊆
n

i
ii xCyxgt η Which contradicts 

Condition (i). And so )(xcoPx∉  for all .Kx∈ Next, we 

prove that for each )(, 1 yPKy −∈ is a open set in K . For 
this, it is sufficient to prove that the complement 
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is closed in K . In fact, let{ }αx be a net in CyP ))(( 1− such 

that xx ~→α . Then there exist ),(),( αααα xSvxMu ∈∈  

)( αα xTw ∈  such that 

{ }
.))(int(\

)),(())(,(),,,(
φ

ηη

α

ααααα

≠−
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Since ),(2:,, ZELKTSM → are three u.s.c. set-valued 
mappings with compact values, by Lemma 
2.1 { } { } { }ααα wvu ,, have convergent subnets with limits, 
say, wandvu ~,,~,~ , ).~(~),~(~),~(~ xTwxSvxMu ∈∈∈  

Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
wwvvuu ~,~,~ →→→ ααα . Suppose that 

{ }
{ }.)(int\

)),(())(,(),,,(

α

αααααα η

xCZ
yxgHxgywvuNz

−

+∈



 

Since )),(())(,(),,,( ygHgyN ⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅ η is u.s.c. with 
compact values, by Lemma 2.1 , there exists a 

)),~(())~(,(),~,~,~(~ yxgHxgywvuNz +∈ η and a 
subnet { } { }αβ zofz such that zz ~→β . On the other hand, 

since { })(int\)( xCZxG −=  is u.s.c. with closed values, 
which follows Lemma 2.2 that { }.)~(int\~ xCZz −∈  hence 

{ } { } .)~(int\)),~(())~(,(),~,~,~( φη ≠−+ xCZyxgHxGywvuN 

Thus CyP ))(( 1− is closed in K , meaning that )(1 yP − is open 
for each Ky∈ . Furthermore, by Condition (vi), we assert 

that ByAKx ∈∃∈∀  ,\ such that )(int 1 yPx −∈ . Hence, 
P satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 2.3. It follows that 
there exists an Kx∈ such that 

)( and )(),( xTwxSvxMu ∈∈∈∃ satisfying 

.),(int)),(())(,(),,,( KyxCyxgHxgywvuN ∈∀−⊆/+η
This completes the proof. 

  If HN , reduce to be single-valued mappings, then we 
have the following result. 

Corollary 3.1 Let gTSMZELKZ ,,,),,(,, be same as in 
Theorem 3.1.Let  ),(),(),(),(: ZELZELZELZELN →××  

and ZKKH →×: be two single-valued mappings. Suppose 
that the following conditions are satisfied:  

(i) H is vector 0-diagonally convex in the second argument; 

(ii) EKK →×:η is continuous in both arguments and 
affine in the first argument with Kxxgx ∈∀= ,0))(,(η ; 

(iii) g is continuous and affine; 

(iv) ZKC 2: → is a set-valued mapping with convex 
values and ))(int(\ xCZ − is an upper semicontinuous 
mapping; 

(vi) there exist a nonempty compact subset A of K and a 
nonempty compact convex subset B of K such 
that ByAKx ∈∃∈∀ ,\ such that 

∀−∈+ ),(int)),(())(,(),,,( xCyxgHxgywvuN η
).( and  )(),( xTwxSvxMu ∈∈∈  

Then there exists an Kx∈ Such 
that )(,)(),( xTwandxSvxMu ∈∈∈∃  Satisfying 

.),(int)),(())(,(),,,( KyxCyxgHxgywvuN ∈∀−∉+η  

Remark 3.1 Theorem 3.1 and corollary 3.1 extend the 
corresponding results of [4]. 
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